CyberSOC
threat management to
help protect against
cyber crime
“The question is no longer
whether your company will
be attacked, but when,
what and how.”

Our Cyber Security Operations Center (CyberSOC) detects
cyber attacks and fraud attempts to fight against cyber
crime. Our complete solution includes all the tools and
expertise you need to handle the latest online threats:
■

people: security experts to handle known cyber threats
and anticipate unknown threats

■

processes: proven processes to detect, analyze and
remedy security incidents and attacks

■

tools: security solutions like intrusion detection and
prevention, log analysis and event correlation, and antiDDoS systems

We provide four CyberSOC-related services to help meet your business objectives. If you desire,
you can expand the scope of each service gradually, rather than trying to achieve everything with a
“big bang” project.
■

security engineering: security information and event management configuration (use cases, data
aggregation, correlation rules, monitoring instructions)

■

security management: project management, consulting, reporting, vulnerability management,
service improvement plan

■

security analysis: support and event analysis

■

security event monitoring:
– 24/7 proactive security event monitoring
– event diagnosis and application of recommended procedures based on pre-defined use cases
– customer service desk

our CyberSOC operates at five levels
1. modeling and implementation of the detection system
2. threat detection
3. threat analysis
4. recommendations and mitigations
5. reporting and regular review

we’re your trusted partner for your digital transformation
■

proven experience in securing IP networks

■

30 years in the security business, with:
– more than 500 managed customers
– more than 10,000 managed devices
– more than 300,000 users of our strong authentication services

■

the world’s largest IP network

■

15 Orange Labs dedicated to the latest innovations

■

one advanced CyberSOC and eight Security Operations Centers globally

■

extensive skills in security management, with more than 1,000 security experts around the world

good to know
We use CyberSOC to protect our own IT
and corporate assets, which results in an
environment of trust and a symbiotic
relationship between us and our customers
and better security for both.

design a cyber
defense strategy

validate the
efficiency of the
security system

protect
sensitive
assets

monitor, analyze
and remedy

for more information about CyberSOC, contact your local account team or
visit our website at www.orange-business.com
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we combine four primary areas of expertise

